DIGS | HOME

Coastal

MODE

A CHIC ASSORTMENT OF SHORE-INSPIRED ACCESSORIES
GO BEACH—AND BEYOND—THIS SUMMER

WR IT T EN BY JE N N T HOR N TON

TOTE COUTURE Danish label tineK
Home puts forth a compelling
case for baskets as sun-and-surf
essentials. The brand’s all-occasion
carryalls are tailor-made to tote a
seaside picnic, sand toys or a bushel
of beach towels. All finely woven
options feature leather handles
as their finishing touch. Carry on!
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Prices vary, TineKHome.com
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UNDER COVER
By treating the traditional tipi to a modern
update, Gandia Blasco’s reinvented Wigwam
Outdoor Tent provides pyramid-shaped shelter
at the shore. Whether seeking romantic refuge
from the elements or an easy-breezy bout of
relaxation, this indigenous-inspired idyll is
summer’s most luxurious lounge space.
From $4,950, Stardust.com

RED HAUTE
New from Santa Barbara Umbrella’s teak
collection is the Ferrari Soltis. Offered in
velvet red with stainless steel fittings, this
is one is high-speed canopy—the umbrella’s
intense color and tropical-look top plunks
a little more la playa into the backyard.

WRAP STAR
Throw in the towel
for this supple, tasseled
alternative from
tineK Home. Fashioned

HANDLE WITH CARE
BMaslin & Co is on a roll with its latest offering. Crafted in 100-percent cotton, the brand’s
Black Jaguar Hide Beach Towel makes a stylistic roar with a glamorous animal motif, a
cat-shaped silhouette and a roll-up holster with crossbody strap. $250, MaslinandCo.com

from uber-soft cotton,
the collection’s
gorgeously grey Tassel
Throw doubles as
beach blanket and
cozy wrap for when
the sun fades and the
Pacific winds blow in.
Price upon request,
TineKHome.com

CHAISE DAYS
Designed by Borja Garcia for Gandia Blasco, the Stack Chaise
Longue in powder-coated aluminum more than stacks up with
shore-goers. Molding to both body and contemporary outdoor
environments, the layback lounger (side table also available) was
inspired by elements of the nautical world. Available in an array
of shades. $1,370, SwitchModern.com
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Prices vary, SBUmbrella.com

